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Electrochemical glucose biosensors are widely applied for glucose monitoring due to their unbeatable sensitivity,

selectivity, and simplicity. In general, there are four primary generations of glucose biosensor, which are classified

according to the electron transfer mechanism. Three generations represent the enzymatic glucose biosensor, and one

generation represents the non-enzymatic glucose biosensor.
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1. Introduction

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease that occurs when the pancreas fails to produce sufficient insulin to regulate blood

sugar or when the body is unable to use the insulin produced effectively. If diabetes is not well treated, a number of other

health problems may follow, such as eye complications, neuropathy, foot complications, kidney disease, hypertension,

stroke, hyperglycemic nonketonic syndrome, gastroparesis, heart disease, and mental health disorders; it may also affect

pregnancy . Tight control of diabetes is critical to prevent or slow down the progress of diabetes complications. A

normal blood glucose level in human serum before a meal is around 4–6 mM (70–110 mg/dL) and <7.8 mM (<140 mg/dL)

after 2 h of mealtime . In diabetic patients, the normal glucose concentration in serum is between 5.6 and 6.9 mM

(100–125 mg/dL) before mealtime and 7.8 and 11 mM (140–199 mg/dL) after 2 h of mealtime . For efficient therapy and

to prevent any hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia, regular monitoring of physiological blood glucose levels is essential.

Clark and Lyons  were the first researchers who reported on glucose quantification by employing a dialysis membrane

on the oxygen electrode surface based on glucose oxidase (GOx) entrapment via potentiometric measurements. The

glucose concentration was analyzed based on the reduction of dissolved oxygen . Since then, research on glucose

biosensors has been conducted employing conductometric, impedimetric, potentiometric, and amperometric techniques

based on the GOx enzyme, which catalyzes the oxidation of glucose into gluconic acid .

At present, the common method of blood glucose monitoring is invasive, which involves finger pricking, collecting a drop

of blood on top of the glucose test strip, and analyzing the results by using a glucose meter. The blood sample undergoes

an enzymatic chemical reaction at the test strip, followed by electrochemical detection with a glucose meter. Several

commercial glucose test strips are available in the market for analysis of blood glucose levels, but these strips have varied

performance. Normally, commercial glucose test strips have a glucose detection linearity of 0.5–33 mM and require 0.3–2

µL of blood and 4–5 s of assay time. The commercial glucose strip is able to maintain its stability at 4 °C for 35 to 50 days

in an open vial container and 18–24 month in a sealed container. The failure time of a commercial glucose strip is

determined as the concentration value at the time of measurement out of range by ±15% from the initial concentration

value.

Nowadays, extensive efforts toward the non-invasive technique, which allows wearable , continuous , and

point-of-care  blood glucose monitoring have drawn interest among researchers and users. Additionally, the

applicability of different types of biofluids such as sweat, tear, urine, saliva, and interstitial fluid to replace blood in

monitoring glucose levels is being considered . Rapid and sensitive glucose biosensors are important not only for

clinical chemistry, but also for food and industrial quality analysis . Therefore, the fabrication of glucose

biosensors to enhance sensitivity, accuracy, response time, reliability, long lifetime stability, and cost-effectiveness are

important.

Electrochemical sensing strategies are versatile and powerful tools in providing real-time and on-site measurement in a

variety of areas, including clinical diagnostic, environmental, agricultural, and food monitoring . The

electrochemical sensing provides advantages in offering high sensitivity, selectivity, accuracy, and cost effectiveness.

Therefore, biosensors with electrochemical monitoring systems dominate the commercial glucometer market.
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Electrochemical glucose biosensors are widely applied for glucose monitoring due to their unbeatable sensitivity,

selectivity, and simplicity. Electrochemical glucose biosensors can be further classified based on the output signal

measuring techniques, namely, amperometric (measures the electrical current produced due to a redox reaction),

potentiometric (measures the change in electrode potential), and conductometric (measures the change in charge transfer

resistance). Amperometric glucose sensors are the most commonly employed glucose biosensors. Electrochemical

glucose biosensors commonly comprise a three-electrode system: working, reference, and counter electrodes. Each type

of electrode has a specific function. The working electrode is a sensor or transducer responding to the electrochemical

reaction. The reference electrode is a steady and well-known electrode potential that is often based on a saturated

calomel electrode (SCE) or silver-silver chloride Ag/AgCl electrode. The counter electrode completes the current circuit by

providing a current connection in between the electrocatalytic solutions and the working electrode in electrochemical cell.

The counter electrode is usually made of an inert material, such as platinum (Pt), gold (Au), graphite, or glassy carbon 

. Among these three electrodes, the sensitivity and specificity of glucose detection are dependent on the working

electrode.

Glucose biosensors are classified into two types: enzymatic and non-enzymatic. The enzymatic glucose biosensor is

commonly employed because immobilized GOx enzyme provides excellent specificity and sensitivity to the glucose

biosensor . The immobilization of the GOx enzyme on the working electrode surface is an important factor to be

considered in biosensor fabrication. The deep position of the active redox center of the GOx enzyme makes the electron

exchange between GOx enzymes and the electrode surface difficult. The shape of GOx enzymes may shift after

immobilization on the surface of the working electrode . Another challenge is to prevent GOx enzyme

denaturalization and deactivation, which ultimately reduces the lifetime of the biosensor. Therefore, the immobilization of

GOx enzymes on the suitable matrix is crucial to maintain the catalytic properties and stability of the enzyme bioactivity.

The recent development in glucose biosensors involves modifying the working electrode with nanomaterials, such as

metals, metal oxides, and carbon-based nanomaterials, as schematically shown in Figure 1 . Nanomaterials

serve as a matrix to modify the electrode surface and provide a biocompatible area for enzyme immobilization because

nanomaterials have a large surface area for reaction activity, good catalytic efficiency, and strong adsorption ability .

The dependency of enzyme activity on temperature, pH, humidity, and toxic compounds has advanced research on non-

enzymatic glucose biosensors . Non-enzymatic glucose biosensors have excellent sensitivity, good stability, and

ease of manufacture, and their current response is directly dependent on the oxidation of glucose on the modified

electrode. The main restriction of non-enzymatic glucose biosensors is specificity. Recently, scholars reported high-

sensitivity non-enzymatic glucose biosensors based on the modification of electrodes with metal , metal oxide ,

and composite nanomaterials .

Figure 1. Schematic of nanomaterial-modified electrode for glucose biosensor.

2. Generations of Glucose Biosensor

In general, there are four primary generations of glucose biosensor, which are classified according to the electron transfer

mechanism. Three generations represent the enzymatic glucose biosensor, and one generation represents the non-
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enzymatic glucose biosensor (Figure 2). The first-generation enzymatic glucose biosensors measure glucose

concentration in the analyte sample based on H O  generation or by reduction in oxygen (O ) concentration as a natural

co-substrate . The immobilized GOx uses molecular O  as an electron acceptor to catalyze the oxidation of D-glucose

(C H O ) into gluconolactone (C H O ), yielding H O  and water as byproducts. As gluconolactone (C H O )

hydrolyzes further, gluconic acid (C H O ) is created . As a catalyst, FAD, which is an active redox center of GOx,

plays a role as the initial electron acceptor and is reduced to FADH  in the presence of glucose. The re-oxidation of

FADH  with free oxygen generates the oxidized form of the enzyme FAD. In general, the glucose concentration is relative

to electrochemical oxidation of the product H O  or electrochemical reduction of O  at the working electrode . The

electrons that are transferred are recognized and collected by the counter electrode; thus, the number of glucose

molecules present is directly proportional to electron flow . Table 1 lists the advantages and disadvantages of all

generations of glucose biosensors.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of four generations of glucose biosensors.

The advantages of the first-generation glucose biosensor are its simple design and miniaturization of the biosensor .

However, the first-generation glucose biosensor has limitations in terms of high operation potential needed for the

amperometric measurement of H O . This high operation potential may interfere with other electroactive molecules (such

as ascorbic acid and uric acids) and some drugs (e.g., acetaminophen) . Another disadvantage is that oxygen

deficiency may occur due to the limited oxygen solubility in biological fluids, which causes fluctuations in oxygen tension

. The oxygen deficiency then affects the sensor response, narrowing the linearity of the glucose concentration detection

ranges.

A variety of techniques have been developed to address the limitations of the first-generation enzymatic glucose

biosensor, which are interference from electroactive molecules and oxygen deficiency. Nafion, polyurethane,

polycarbonate, or acetate layers were added on the surface of electrode as a selective or protective membrane to

minimize the interference toward the electrode and provide mechanical stability to GOx enzyme against denaturalization

. Electrodes were further modified by co-deposition with metallized materials such as ruthenium and rhodium to

lower the operating potentials to approximately 0–0.2 V, which is optimal for preventing electroactivity interference .

Another approach is to employ oxygen-rich carbon paste enzyme electrodes, which have become an internal source of

oxygen due to high oxygen solubility .

The second-generation enzymatic glucose biosensor is based on artificial redox mediators in replacing the oxygen-

dependent electrode. Mediators are tiny, low-molecular-weight, soluble redox components that act as artificial electron

transfer agents. The mediators facilitate electron transport from the FAD active redox center of the enzyme to the working

electrode surface . This feature decreases the operational potential of the biosensors at moderate redox potentials,

allowing them to avoid the oxidation of other interfering species . Various types of electron mediators that are effective

for GOx include ferrocene derivatives, ferricyanide, quinone compounds, conducting polymer salt tetrathiafulvalene-

tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ), transition metal complexes, and phenothiazine .
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During glucose conversion, the electrons produced are collected by the mediator, and the mediator will be reduced to

M(red). The mediator releases electrons and transfers the electrons to the electrode at the applied oxidation potential of

the mediator. The reduction of the mediator helps facilitate the re-oxidation of the reduced form of GOx (FADH ) to GOx

(FAD). Further oxidation of the mediator at the electrode surface regenerates M(ox) and two electrons. Thus, the glucose

concentration level is proportional to the number of electrons transferred to the counter electrode. With the help of the

mediator, measurement of the glucose concentration becomes independent of oxygen partial pressure and can be

conducted at a lower potential to minimize interference from electroactive species .

The weakness of using natural or artificial mediators in glucose biosensor applications is the difficulty to maintain the

presence of the mediator near the electrode and enzyme surface . Mediators are small and highly diffusive, so they

require additional and complicated methods to secure them near the electrode . Although mediators can react rapidly

with the enzyme compared with oxygen, there is also a possibility of dissolved oxygen competing with the mediator,

thereby reducing the efficiency of the system and causing a build-up of H O . Another possibility is the reaction between

mediator and interference species in the blood, which reduces the accuracy and efficiency of the analytical system .

The common oxidation potential of GOx active site (FAD) is around −0.45 V or −0.34 V versus Ag/AgCl . Thus, a

suitable mediator applied should have redox potential that is more positive than FAD . Among all electron mediators,

ferrocene and its derivatives are commonly applied in the fabrication of electrochemical glucose biosensors. Ferrocene

and its derivatives are of interest due to their properties of a wide range of redox potentials, pH independence, rapid

electron transfer rate, and high stability in both conditions (oxidized and reduced forms) .

The problems with mediators, such as poor electron transport, mediator leakage, and poor stability, can be overcome by

incorporating polymers and their derivative to the mediator. Polymers improve the mediator biocompatibility, stability, and

electrical conductivity, and provide a large surface area. Dendrimers, conducting polymers (polypyrrole and

polythiophene), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), chitosan, polyelectrolyte, and polyethylenimine are commonly used .

Jiang et al.  reported the use of a ferrocene-modified polyelectrolyte film-coated electrode for amperometric glucose

biosensors. The ferrocene group present on the polyelectrolyte skeleton structure acts as a mediator to shuttle electron

transfer between FAD-active redox center of GOx enzyme to the working electrode. The modified electrode shows good

linearity for glucose detection in the range of 0.2–5 mM.

In third-generation enzymatic glucose biosensors, direct electron transfer between the enzyme and electrode is

introduced without the need for natural or synthetic mediators. The FAD-active redox center of the enzyme is covalently or

electrochemically linked to the working electrode by nanomaterials. Nanomaterials act as a matrix to enable GOx to be

immobilized directly in proximity and facilitate direct electron transfer. Thus, the obtained electrochemical signal is

correlated with the glucose concentration .

In recent years, efforts to achieve direct electron transfer using various types and sizes of nanomaterials and

nanocomposite have been extensively explored due to their excellent physical, chemical, and electronic properties 

. Different nanomaterials display various main functions in improving glucose biosensor performance based on their

unique properties. However, the basic functions of nanomaterials in biosensors are aiding biomolecule immobilization and

labelling, catalysis of electrochemical reactions, increasing the electron transfer rate, and acting as the reactant . The

most commonly used nanomaterials are metal , carbon-based , and metal oxide .

During biosensor fabrication, nanomaterial-modified electrodes have a great potential to adsorb biomolecules and serve

as an immobilization support for biomolecules. The direct adsorption of biomolecules onto bulk materials frequently results

in denaturation and loss of bioactivity, whereas nanoparticles preserve biomolecule bioactivity . Nanomaterials provide

a microenvironment similar to the redox protein in the native system, thereby allowing more freedom for biomolecules to

immobilize . Several nanomaterials carry charges via functionalization, providing an electrostatic surface to attach the

biomolecules with different charges . The incorporation of suitable surface functional groups on nanoparticles can

produce a strong binding of biomolecules with nanoparticles. The high-conductivity properties of nanoparticles allow them

to function as a signal-generating probe and a signal amplifier . The third generation of enzymatic glucose biosensors

has numerous advantages, including high selectivity and sensitivity toward glucose rather than interfering species such as

ascorbic acid and uric acid, a rapid response time, and a low operating potential . Some limitations of the third-

generation enzymatic glucose biosensors are enzyme leaching and a good conductivity of nanomaterials to enhance

direct electron transfer between the deeply buried FAD-active redox center of the enzyme and the working electrode.

Finally, the fourth generation of glucose biosensors, also known as non-enzymatic glucose biosensors, employs direct

electron transfer through electro-oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid at the nanomaterial matrix with strong
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electrocatalytic activity . In the non-enzymatic glucose biosensor, atoms from nanomaterials act as electrocatalyst in

the glucose reaction . Recently, many studies focused on the non-enzymatic glucose biosensor, which employs various

types of nanomaterials and nanocomposite materials in the modification of the electrode. However, several issues limit the

application of fourth-generation glucose biosensors for commercial use in monitoring patients with diabetes, such as poor

selectivity and the requirement for alkaline condition during analysis. Indeed, with a broader understanding of the

mechanisms of catalytic properties of nanomaterials, the 3D enzyme mimicking glucose biosensor can be developed.

Table 1. The advantages and disadvantages of all generations of glucose biosensor.

Types of Glucose
Sensor

Advantages Disadvantages Reference

First Generation
(Enzymatic)

Simple biosensor design Need high operating voltage (>1 V)

Limit to solubility of oxygen in biological

fluid

Deactivation of enzyme due to production

of H O

Second Generation
(Enzymatic)

Low operating potential (<0.6 V)

Mediator aid in electron transfer

Less dependence on oxygen

presence

Mediator leaching due to small and easy

to diffuse properties

Competition with dissolved O

Possible to react with interfering species

Third Generation
(Enzymatic)

High selectivity and specificity

Nanomaterials facilitate direct

electron transfer

Low operating potential (<0.6 V)

Requires high conductivity of

nanomaterial

FAD redox co-factor of enzyme buried

deep inside

Enzyme leaching

Fourth Generation
(Non-Enzymatic)

High stability

Low production cost, as do not

use enzyme

Low specificity

High interference against interfering

species
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